
LINEAR

Linear switches are characterized by their smooth, continual travel when operated: They can be pressed unhindered, with no 
clicking noise and no haptic feedback as with tactile or “clicky“ switches. They are therefore particularly interesting for gamers, 
but also for all users who prefer switches without clicking noises. 

Kailh BOX Red

The Kailh BOX Red Switches are characterized by 
their linear properties: An unhindered travel path of 
the switch, combined with a required force of  
45 grams and a distance to the actuation point of  
1.8 millimeters.  

This makes them particularly suitable for gamers who 
rely on fast response times and unrestrained use. 
Thanks to their enclosure design, the Kailh BOX Red 
are not only dust and water resistant, but also  
particularly durable.



Gateron PRO Red

The factory-lubed Gateron PRO Red switches are 
ideal for gaming thanks to their linear properties. With 
an operating force of 45 grams and a distance of 2 
millimeters to the actuation point, they enable speedy 
action with no loss of the usual typing sensation. But 
they are also suitable for anyone who wants to forgo 
a perceptible feedback and loud clicking noises.

Gateron PRO Yellow

The factory-lubed Gateron PRO Yellow switches are 
aimed at gamers and anyone who prefers neither 
the haptic feedback of tactile switches nor the loud 
click when they are operated. Their 50-gram operating 
force enables a conscious actuation of the switches, 
while the 2 millimeters to the actuation point allow 
quick reactions. 

Gateron PRO Silver

The factory-lubed Gateron PRO Silver switches are 
aimed at professional players who demand a lot from 
their keyboard. Thanks to their linear properties and 
the very short distance to the actuation point of just 
1.2 millimeters as well as an operating force of 45 
grams, rapid reactions are no problem. With an  
operating life cycle of 80 million keystrokes, they can 
also be enjoyed for a very long time. 



Gateron CAP Milky Yellow 

The Gateron CAP Milky Yellow are interesting for 
lovers of linear switches: They can be operated 
effortlessly, and, thanks to the lubrication, they have a 
sound which is particularly calm and deep. There is no 
click at the actuation point. The 2 millimeters to the 
actuation point and the required operating force of 50 
grams ensure a pleasant typing experience without 
the physically felt feedback experienced with tactile 
switches. 

Compatible and Adaptable

All switches have three pins for a wide-ranging  
compatibility. They are also all compatible with  
commercially available keycaps. With 35 switches per 
package, about the right number of switches can be 
acquired for any keyboard size, and there will be a 
few more switches left over as replacements if ever 
needed.

Gateron PRO White

The factory-lubed Gateron PRO White switches 
offer quick responsiveness with an extremely low 
operating force of 35 grams and with the properties 
of a linear switch. The 2 millimeters to the actuation 
point make these switches particularly interesting for 
gamers. But thanks to their low noise level, they are 
also especially suitable for working in the office. 


